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Figure 1: Volume visualization representing a user’s interest in a back-flow region and vortical structures (left side, more details in section 6.1)
and in the in-flow of hot fluid in an extended T-junction (right side, more details in section 6.2). Volume rendering (back-flow region, left,
and not-hot high pressure areas, and the right), a gradient-dependent iso-surface (316 K, right), and interest-dependent streamlines are used.

ABSTRACT

Comprehending results from 3D CFD simulation is a difficult task.
In this paper, we present a semantics-based approach to feature-
based volume rendering of 3D flow data. We make use of interac-
tive feature specification to acquire derived data about what is most
interesting to the user. This process results in so-called degree-of-
interest (DOI) values, associated with the original data items. This
information is then used during the visualization mapping to allow
for visualization of flow semantics. We present three different ap-
proaches in this paper: (a) isosurfacing the degree of interest –
the result is a triplet (or quintuplet) of iso-surfaces representing lev-
els of interest; (b) feature volumes – volume rendering is used to
depict 3D distributions of DOI values; and (c) interest-based seed-
ing of streamlines, resulting in reduced clutter while focusing on
the most interesting parts of the 3D flow. We utilize fast volume
rendering (RTVR) for real-time viewing, also providing two-level
volume rendering, which allows to seamlessly integrate all of the
above-mentioned approaches.

CR Categories: I.6.6 [Simulation, Modelling, and Visualization]:
simulation output analysis; I.6.9 [Simulation, Modelling, and Vi-
sualization]: visualization—flow visualization, information visual-
ization, multivariate visualization, volume visualization;

Keywords: flow visualization, feature-based visualization, vol-
ume visualization

1 INTRODUCTION

The visualization of flow data-sets which result from computational
simulation gains increasing importance due to the increased use of✂☎✄
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flow simulation in several fields of modern industry – a well-known
example is the simulation of air flow around new flight vehicles.

In our case, the visualization users simulate fluid or gas flows
within complex 3D geometries, such as combustion processes in
the automotive environment.. Also, floods and avalanches (both
hot topics in Austria) are investigated by means of computational
simulation. Due to the size and the complexity of their data, user-
oriented visualization is needed to help answering specific ques-
tions about the data during data analysis and exploration.

Also, visualization proves to be very useful when the simulation
process itself is investigated – questions such as of whether the grid
design was appropriate with respect to the simulated flow features
and of whether the boundary conditions actually provided a realistic
interface between the “world setting” of the simulation and its inner
processes need to be checked after most runs of a simulation.

1.1 Flow data and visualization

The visualization of flow data still is a challenging field of research
and applications. This is because usually lots of data-items need to
be visualized (up to millions of those), often complex grid struc-
tures are involved (such as unstructured grids, for example), and
real flows usually are three-dimensional and time-dependent (pos-
ing major challenges with 3D visualization such as tremendous re-
source requirements and handling of occlusion). Results from com-
putational flow simulation also often provide several additional data
attributes per data-item, requiring visualization techniques which
are fit for multi-dimensional data.

To cope with the above mentioned challenges, visualization tech-
niques are required, which focus on especially interesting sub-sets
of the data. If not all of the data is shown simultaneously, occlu-
sion problems are reduced in 3D visualization and resource require-
ments are moderated, accordingly. Feature-based visualization of



flow data is one very useful approach as well as focus+context vi-
sualization✞ of data from flow simulation. While literature [20] al-
ready provides a set of very good solutions in feature-based visual-
ization – examples are iconic visualization of flow features [21, 23]
or the use of flow topology for visualization [7, 22] –, focus+context
visualization of flow data only recently became an active field of re-
search [3]. The work presented here build upon this latter approach.

With respect to the multi-dimensional character of data from
computational flow simulation, visualization techniques which ex-
tend the usual domain of scientific visualization are needed. In in-
formation visualization we find many useful approaches to the vi-
sualization of multi-dimensional data [1, 12]. The integration of
techniques from information visualization such as scatterplots, his-
tograms, and parallel coordinates [8] already proved to be useful,
also in scientific visualization [5].

1.2 Flow data and volume visualization

Volume rendering definitely is one of the most prominent fields of
visualization research. Very useful results have been achieved in
medical applications. Volume rendering also has been applied to
data from flow simulation, however with limited success. The spec-
ification of proper transfer functions, for example, which already is
a challenging problem in 3D medical visualization, even more is
difficult in 3D flow visualization.

Probably the most important reason for this problem is, that med-
ical data and flow data inherently have different data characteristics.
Whereas in medical data we usually have tissue boundaries (which
are to be shown in medical visualization), in flow data we often miss
such (rather sharp) boundaries between sub-sets of the flow. Flow
features often are smoothly delimited. Thus tools, which already
proved their excellence in medical applications such as iso-surfaces
(computed with marching cubes [16]) and alpha-compositing of
gradient-weighted voxel data [14], do not produce as meaningful
results as in medical visualization.

The respective visualization metaphor of representing data by
some kind of thresholding needs to be adapted to data from flow
simulation. In this paper, we extend – as one part of our contribu-
tion (section 4) – iso-surfacing and alpha-compositing for volume
rendering to better match the special situation of flow visualization.

1.3 User questions and visualization

The other part of our contribution in this paper is that we more
directly involve the user within the visualization process (more de-
tails in section 2). We do so to more specifically respond to the
actual user questions. A typical user question would enquire about
where in the flow domain there are data-items of certain charac-
teristics – data characteristics which are specified in terms of ad-
ditional flow dimensions such as pressure or temperature. During
the investigation of water-flow through an extended T-junction, the
user, for example, is interested in vortical structures and medium-
hot flow-regions as the interface between the warm and the hot in-
flow. Figure 6 shows a volume visualization response to this ques-
tion.

Therefore, a tool for interactive analysis should, on the one hand,
allow the user to easily formulate his or her questions and, on the
other hand, should also provide useful visualization answers, which
are tailored to the user questions, accordingly. In our software, we
use an interactive assessment step in the first place, which is based
on multiple, linked views as well as on interactive brushing to de-
termine what the user currently is interested in (see section 2 for
more details).

Figure 2: Volume rendering used to represent (a) structures with a
significant amount of turbulent-kinetic energy (green: in main flow-
direction; red: in opposite direction) and (b) regions of medium-
warm flow (in front of the hot water coming in from the front inlet).

The user interest, called degree of interest (DOI), is coded per
data-item and ranges from 0 (data-item not interesting) to 1 (max-
imal interest). If the user is concurrently interested in more than
just one question, then several DOI values can be attached to each
data-item. During visualization we then use the DOI information
(instead of the original data) to visually represent the current data
assessment. We have adapted iso-surfacing and direct volume ren-
dering to give meaningful results when applied to DOI data (more
details in section 4).

So the main idea beyond this paper is to first assess the data (in
terms of what currently is most interesting to the user), and then
use this information to visualize the data interpretation instead of
the data itself. We therefore talk about this approach as being a
visualization of flow semantics, because not the data itself is shown
but its meaning to the user.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Next, in
Sect. 2, we shortly describe our interactive approach to assess the
flow data (based on previous work [3, 4]). In Sect. 3 we then de-
scribe how we use hardware-accelerated resampling to ease the data
access during volume visualization. Sect. 4 then presents three
variants of visualization mapping for data representing the data as-
sessment. Afterwards, we shortly describe real-time volume ren-
dering which we use for actual visualization (Sect. 5, also based
on previous work [6, 18]). Finally, results are presented in Sect. 6
before the paper is summarized and concluded.

2 INTERACTIVE DATA ASSESSMENT

In this section, we describe how a system of multiple, linked views
is used (together with interactive brushing) to determine what the
user currently is most interested in. We also describe degree-of-
interest (DOI) values which are used to represent the results of the
data assessment. Although this part of our approach considerably
is based on previous work [3, 4], we nevertheless need to shortly
present it here as it is an integral part of our main concept.

2.1 Linking and brushing

In the interactive assessment step, the user investigates the multi-
dimensional simulation data by using multiple, linked views, which



Figure 3: A 2D scatterplot of the catalytic converter data ( ✟ : over-
all velocities, ✠ : vertical flow-components). Smooth brushing was
used to select data with a significant “downwards” flow-component.

all show the same data, but usually different data attributes theirof.
We provide scatterplots, histograms, and also parallel coordinates
for flow data assessment. On demand, the user brings up views
as required and adjusts them to show exactly those data dimensions
which currently are most related to the user’s current interest. In the
example of the catalytic converter the user first uses a scatterplot to
first visualize a 2D distribution of the flow data with respect to flow
velocities (horizontal axis) and the vertical component of the flow
vectors (vertical axis) – see figure 3 for this visualization.

After interactive exploration, the user starts to formulate what
he or she is currently most interested in: to do so, the user works
out the data-items of interest by iteratively restricting the sub-set of
interest with respect to certain data dimensions. This is achieved
by interactively brushing what actually is shown in the specific
views. Continuing with the converter-example, the user would in-
teractively brush the lower left part of the plot to denote that she
is currently most interested in flow with a significant downwards-
component in flow vectors (figure 3 shows the view directly after
this first operation).

In a next step, the user would bring up another scatterplot
showing again flow velocities but now versus horizontal flow-
components across the flow. With another brush, a second sub-set
of interest is described. So, step by step, the user concretizes the
description of her current interest. 3D visualization, as described
below (section 4), supports this step by interactive spatial feedback
(figure 6, for example, shows the response to the above described
brushing interactions).

2.2 Degree-of-interest values

As already described, we use degree-of-interest (DOI) values to
represent what the user (currently) is most interesting in. We have
also already mentioned that in the case of more than one current

user question, several of such DOI values are attached to data-
items. Also important to mention is that smooth brushing [4] is
used to gain DOI values which non-binarily span the interval be-
tween 0 (no interest at all) and 1 (maximal interest). Thereby, the
user can work around the case that the smooth distribution of data
properties across the flow domain does not allow a sharp and mean-
ingful segmentation into interesting versus not interesting parts of
the flow. This also can be interpreted as assigning a fuzzy set mem-
bership [17] with respect to the data sub-set of interest.

To enable the user to specifically formulate his or her questions
it is necessary to allow complex combinations of simple restric-
tions. In the interface of our application, logical AND- and OR-
combinations are provided through the use of modifier keys while
brushing with the mouse. The application explicitly represents
a composite brush in terms of a so-called feature definition lan-
guage [3]; a separate view, similar to a regular tree viewer of a
file-system, allows to directly manipulate the settings of each and
any brush being used via sliders and numeric input. DOI values are
computed from the logical composition tree by hierarchically using
a min- or a max-combination where a t-norm (AND) or a t-conorm
(OR) is required, respectively.

Although there are interesting alternatives for logically combina-
tions of fuzzy sets [11], we finally chose min/max for our system
since this decision enabled fast computations and also the drop-off
to zero, when combining two fractional values, is minimal with re-
spect to other alternatives.

3 HW-ACCELERATED RESAMPLING

Flow data-sets from computational simulation usually are laid out
on non-Cartesian grids such as curvi-linear grids or unstructured
grids. To enable fast volume visualization of 3D flow semantics, we
use a variant of a hardware-accelerated resampling approach [24]
to provide fast access to the flow data with respect to Cartesian
coordinates.

The simulation results, which we are visualizing, are given in
the form of cell-based data, i.e., data attributes such as the flow
vector, pressure, temperature, etc., are given once per grid cell. For
fast volume visualization it is crucial to efficiently interrogate any
data attributes of need with respect to (almost) arbitrary spatial lo-
cations. Since we usually need access to multiple data attributes
during visualization, we decided to not directly resample the all the
needed data, attribute by attribute, but to compute a 3D redirection
table in the desired resampling resolution (usually we use 512 vox-
els in the one dimension with greatest extent), and later access the
data indirectly through this 3D table.

To compute the redirection table, we first decompose the simu-
lation grid into tetrahedra. Then, for every tetrahedron, we store
the cell-index which refers to the respective cell in the unstructured
mesh in the R-, G-, and B-component of all the vertices of the tetra-
hedron. During resampling, then a Cartesian grid of cell-indices is
computed which consequently then is used to access all the needed
data attributes, available at the original grid cells.

4 VISUALIZATION MAPPING

In this section we describe three adaptations of well-know volume
visualization algorithms to better match the situation of visualizing
3D flow semantics. First, we describe two ways of how to adapt
iso-surfaces to better reflect their actual sharpness with regard to
the underlying data. Then, we discuss volume rendering of DOI



Figure 4: Iso-surface with respect to 316 K (hot water floating in
from the top inlet), whose voxels are more opaque the larger the
temperature gradient is at the same voxel. Similarly, the color of the
iso-surface varies from red (large gradients) via yellow to greed.

values. Finally, we present a DOI-based use of streamlines in 3D
flow visualization.

4.1 Iso-surfacing the degree of interest

Iso-surfaces are a very useful instrument to visualize scalar data in
3D. This is mostly due to their visually sharp appearance. When
shaded, very good depth perception is achieved. The worth of an
iso-surface, however, is dependent on how meaningful the respec-
tive iso-value is. When visualizing a medical data-set, for example,
acquired with a computer tomograph, an iso-value of +1000 HU in
general is well-suited to separate bones from the rest of the data.

An iso-surface sharply partitions the data-sets into data-items
with the respective data attribute being smaller than the iso-value
on the one side of the iso-surface and data-items with a larger data
attribute of interest on the other side. If the distribution of the in-
vestigated data attribute is rather smooth with respect to its spatial
locations, then an iso-surface might be even misleading in places
where there is not much change in the data attribute of interest – a
small variation of the iso-value would cause drastic changes in the
geometrical layout of the iso-surface.

Below, we now present two variants of standard iso-surfaces
which better reflect their sharpness with respect to the underlying
data, thus being better suited for rather smooth data such as flow
data from computational simulation. Since all of the here described
volume visualization techniques are integrated within a volume ren-
dering setup, the below described iso-surfaces are represented as
voxel-surfaces [18].

Gradient-dependent opacity of iso-surfaces

As a first extension, we present iso-surfaces which exhibit a surface
opacity which is dependent on the gradient magnitude with respect
to the data attribute under investigation. Similar to windowing of in-
tensity values in medical visualization, the opacity ✡☞☛ of a voxel ✌
is defined as

✡☞☛✎✍
✏ ✡☞✑✓✒ ✔✖✕✘✗ ✙✚☛✛✗✢✜✤✣✥✑✓✒✡☞✦ ✧✩★✫✪ ✬✮✭✯✪ ✰✯✱✳✲ ✴✱✳✵✷✶✸✰✚✱ ✲ ✴✺✹✼✻ ✡✽✑✓✒✢✾✿✡✽✦ ✧✮❀❁✔✖✕❂✣✥✦ ✧❄❃❅✗ ✙ ☛ ✗❆❃✤✣✥✑✓✒✡☞✦ ✧ ❇✓❈❊❉❋❇

where ✙ ☛ denotes the gradient of the investigated data attribute, ✣✼✦ ✧
and ✣✥✑✓✒ bound a range of gradient magnitudes in which the surface
opacity linearly increases from ✡✽✦ ✧ to ✡✽✑✓✒ . While ✣✥✦ ✧ often is set
to ● , setting an upper limit of ✣✥✑✓✒■❍❑❏▼▲❖◆ ☛ ✗ ✙ ☛ ✗ especially is useful

Figure 5: Iso-surface triplet used to represent a user’s interest in hot
regions of the flow. Red denotes maximal interest (hottest parts),
green medium interest, and blue least interest, all according to a
DOI-assessment, specified before the visualization interactively.

when parts of the iso-surface coincide with the boundary geometry
of the flow where usually large gradients occur.

A sample image demonstrating this kind of a iso-surface is
shown in figure 4. The more transparent the iso-surface is, the less
it actually tells due to small gradients at the respective places. Also,
a color transfer function has been used which assigns three differ-
ent colors with respect to small, medium, and large gradient mag-
nitudes. This color scheme is an additional help with the correct
interpretation of the iso-surface.

Iso-surface triplets

Another extension of standard iso-surfaces we present are iso-
surface triplets, which also help to correctly read the sharpness of an
iso-surface. Instead of one iso-surface, a set of three iso-surfaces is
rendered. With respect to one so-called reference iso-surface (iso-
value P❖◗❙❘❯❚ and surface opacity ✡☞◗❙❘❱❚ ), two additional iso-surfaces are
specified. With respect to the settings of iso-values P❖❲ and P☎❳ , as
well as of surface opacities ✡✽❲ and ✡✽❳ , we propose two different
specification-modes for iso-surface triplets: reference-inside and
intermediate-reference.

In the reference-inside specification-mode of an iso-surface
triplet, surface iso-values are sorted P ❲❩❨ P ❳❬❨ P ◗❭❘❱❚ , i.e., the refer-
ence iso-surface is the inner-most, assuming that the data attribute
under investigation exhibits increasing values outside-in. Usually
an equidistant spacing between the three iso-values is used such that

✻ P☎◗❙❘❯❚☞✾❪P☎❳✼❀❫✍ ✻ P☎❳❄✾❪P☎❲☎❀❴✍❵P❖❛ ❘❱❜ , where the user can adjust P☎❛ ❘❱❜
in the user interface. For the reference-inside type of iso-surface
triplets, increasing values of surface opacities proved to be use-
ful: ✡ ❲❝❨ ✡✽❳ ❨ ✡✽◗❙❘❯❚ with ✡✽◗❙❘❯❚❡❞❣❢ . Again, an equidistant spacing
of the three opacities is useful with the distance set by the user. The
reference-inside iso-surface triplet is useful for DOI visualization,
using P ◗❙❘❯❚ ✍❤❢✯✾❝✐ to represent the 100%-interest sub-sets with the
reference iso-surface, and P☎❛ ❘❥❜ ✍❧❦♥♠✥♦ , for example, to also denote
where interest drops to 75% and 50%, respectively. In figure 5 we
demonstrate the use of this kind of DOI visualization.

In the intermediate-reference mode of specifying an iso-surface
triplet, surface iso-values are sorted P ❲♣❨ P❖◗❙❘❯❚ ❨ P❖❳ , i.e., the ref-
erence iso-surface is in-between the two others. Two different vari-
ants of setting the iso-value spacing proved to be useful: equidistant
spacing with ✻ P ❳ ✾❪P ◗❙❘❯❚ ❀q✍ ✻ P ◗❙❘❱❚ ✾rP ❲ ❀q✍❑P ❛ ❘❱❜ , where the user
sets P☎❛ ❘❥❜ , and proportional spacing with

P ◗❙❘❯❚ ✾sP ❲P☎◗❙❘❯❚☞✾❪P☎✦ ✧ ✍ P ❳ ✾rP ◗❙❘❯❚P☎✑✓✒■✾rP❖◗❭❘❱❚



Figure 6: Volume rendering of all those places in a catalytic con-
verter where flow vectors exhibit a relatively strong vertical flow-
component (red: upwards, blue: downwards) – a recirculation bub-
ble becomes apparent in the upper part, before conversion block.

with P❖✦ ✧ and P☎✑✓✒ denoting the value range of the data attribute un-
der investigation. In this case, the iso-values of the additional two
iso-surfaces partition the value range below and above the refer-
ence iso-value proportionally. Thereby, for example, it is possible
to easily adjust the iso-surface triplet in a way such that, regardless
which iso-value is used for the reference iso-surface, the outer iso-
surface always represents the property boundary half-way to min-
imum (with respect to the data attribute under investigation), and
the inner iso-surface half-way to maximum. For the surface opacity
setting, usually ✡ ❲ ✍❵✡✽❳s✍ ✻ ✡✽◗❙❘❯❚☞✾s✡ ❛ ❘❥❜ ❀ is used with the user
setting ✡☞◗❙❘❱❚✽t❑✡✽❛ ❘❱❜ t✉● .

In addition to the specific settings of the surface opacities as
described above, coloring the three iso-surfaces in red (reference
iso-surface), green (inner), and blue (outer) proved to be useful for
better visual distinction of the three stacked and semi-transparent
iso-surfaces. Future work could clarify whether a more sophisti-
cated modelling of the iso-surface opacity, like the use of curvature-
directed strokes [9] could furthermore improve the 3D perception
of iso-surface triplets.

4.2 Volume rendering of DOI values

Another useful volume visualization technique for scalar data
laid out in three-space is volume rendering by means of alpha-
compositing [14]. In our case we use this technique to visualize
DOI values instead of original data values. We map DOI values to
voxel opacities in a one-to-one manner such that DOI values of 1
appear opaque (or at least with maximal opacity) and DOI values
of 0 are not visible at all.

The application of this kind of DOI visualization usually is based
on the definition of multiple DOI attributes (in the sense of seg-
menting the flow data into several interesting sub-sets). We there-
fore chose to use the hue of voxel colors to visually differentiate
between different DOI objects. Usually we vary the color intensity
according to Phong illumination [19]. In figure 6 we see two DOI
objects (one red and one blue) with varying opacities according to
their DOI values.

4.3 Interest-dependent streamlines

Streamlines are a very useful instrument to visualize instantaneous
vector fields. Due to their character of visually joining flow lo-
cations along virtual paths of massless particles, streamlines give a

Figure 7: Illuminated streamlines representing a user’s interest in
streamlines whose origins coincide with the hot in-flow.

Figure 8: Illuminated streamlines representing a user’s interest in
how two flows join in a simple T-junction.

very intuitive image of a flow data-set (however disregarding the ac-
tual time up to a certain extent). Evenly-spaced streamlines, which
fill up the flow domain in a well-distributed way, are well-accepted
for two-dimensional flows [10]. However, in 3D flow visualization,
selective streamline placement is needed to avoid problems with
occlusion.

In previous work [15] we use the vicinity to topological struc-
tures such as characteristic trajectories in the flow data to selec-
tively seed streamlines. In this work, we now use the spatial dis-
tribution of DOI values to selectively seed streamlines. To do so,
evenly-spaced streamline seeding [10] is extended to 3D. However,
streamlines are only seeded in regions where the DOI value is ❢ .
Therefrom the streamlines are integrated forwards and backwards
until they either exit the flow domain, violate the minimal distance
to other streamlines, or just get too long.

To integrate DOI-based streamlines within our volume visualiza-
tion setup, we rasterize the streamlines into our voxel grid such that
the voxel opacities are set according to the proportional overlap of
the streamline and the respective voxel. We use a ♠✇✈❫♠✘✈❫♠ sub-
voxels accuracy when computing the overlap of streamlines and
voxels, thus gaining anti-aliased streamlines, which is of great im-
portance for useful results. Furthermore, voxe opacities are also
dimmed down according to the DOI values exhibited at the respec-
tive streamline-points. Thereby, the streamlines fade out accord-
ing to the degree of interest. For lighting, we use the illuminated
streamlines model [25] to furthermore support the 3D perception of
streamlines in our visualization. Figure 7 demonstrates the use of
DOI-based streamlines on the example of a T-junction.



5 REAL-TIME VOLUME RENDERING

Gradient-dependent iso-surfaces and iso-surface triplet, as well as
volume rendering of DOI values and interest-weighted streamlines
have all been integrated on the basis of RTVR [18] which is a very
fast volume rendering software (based on the shear-warp rendering
algorithm [13]) which provides several different modi of volume
rendering such as standard alpha-compositing, maximum-intensity
projection (MIP), intensity summation, and non-photorealistic con-
tour rendering [2]. Two-level volume rendering [6] is used for data-
sets which are composed of several, explicitly separated objects so
that different rendering modi can be used for different objects.

In this work, we build up RTVR-objects for every representation
of a user’s particular interest. Thereby, the user interactively com-
poses a set of volumetric objects (extended iso-surfaces, truly volu-
metric objects, and streamlines, recall section 4) in dependence on
as many data attributes as necessary, in simple or in complex man-
ner (recall section 2). For every object the user can decide in which
style the respective object should be rendered.

Iso-surfaces usually are of one color and shaded while their opac-
ity may vary with respect to the data gradient. Iso-surfaces also
can be rendered by using the non-photorealistic contour rendering,
thereby giving very good context for the entire visualization (see
figures 6 and 8 for two examples). For volume rendering, either
shaded voxels are used or voxels whose color intensities depend
on the DOI attribute. Voxel opacities usually represent the DOI at-
tribute which the voxel object was made dependent on during spec-
ification. Streamlines are either illuminated [25] or colored such
that the intensity represents the DOI attribute for which the stream-
lines have been requested. Opacity of streamlines is used for anti-
aliasing.

In general, we use hue to discriminate objects from each other.
This approach already proved to be very useful in medical appli-
cations [18] and also in the context of flow data, color-coding the
different 3D objects different from each other significantly eases
the perceptual distinction of them.

RTVR provides several useful tools for volume visualization
which also in this application helped a lot with comprehending
the results of computational flow simulation: interactive change of
lighting conditions, the interactive change of an object-wide over-
all opacity (in addition to the voxel-local opacity transfer function),
and, of course, the interactive change of viewing conditions.

6 RESULTS

In the following we shortly describe two application cases in which
the previously described visualization technique helped to answer
specific user questions.

6.1 Flow through a catalytic converter

One data-set which our visualization users investigate comprises
the results of a simulation of gas flow through a catalytic converter.
With respect to this case, special interest is put on a recirculation
zone, right before the reaction chamber, clearly visualized by the
use of selectively placed streamlines in figure 9. Using our setup,
the user first describes what he or she is interested in by means of
brushing in views from information visualization (sect. 2) – in this
example, the specification would encompass (a) a brush on ✾✇✟ -
velocities (as the positive ✟ -axis is the main flow direction through

Figure 9: Streamlines representing a user’s interest in the back-
flow region right before the flow enters the reaction chamber of
this catalytic converter. Streamlines are started in this particular
region and where flow heads backwards – from there streamlines
are traced backwards and forwards to put that respective region into
the context of the surrounding flow.

the catalytic converter) and (b) the restriction to the region be-
fore the reaction chamber, both combined with a logical AND. The
thereby defined DOI attribute can then be used to selectively place
streamlines as shown in figure 9.

Another approach to this case is to investigate upwards and
downwards flow which at the same time does not exhibit a signifi-
cant flow-component into the main flow-direction. Figure 6 shows
a volume rendering with upwards flow in red and downwards flow
in blue – note from how deep the upwards flow starts before the
reaction chamber as well as the downwards flow component in the
part between the inlet-knee and the reaction chamber.

In figure 1, a more complete picture of the here discussed case is
given. In red those places within the flow domain are shown which
exhibit a relatively large amount of turbulent-kinetic energy, a value
which is simulated along with the other flow attributes. In yellow,
streamlines are given whose origin coincides with the back-flow
region. The back-flow region itself is represented using a greyish
volume rendering. The whole catalysator is shown as context using
a contour rendering.

6.2 Extended T-junction

The other case presented here is an extended T-junction (with an
extended chamber around the junction and an obstacle in front of
the secondary inlet) with warm water floating in from the on inlet,
and hot water entering the T-junction after the first third of the time-
span of the simulation.

In this example, the user primarily is interesting in the mixing
behavior of this flow-junction. The obstacle in the middle of the
T-junction causes the hot in-flow to split – on part turns directly to
the exit whereas the other part traverses an extra-loop before it also
develops towards the exit of this structure (see figure 7 for several
streamlines demonstrating this behavior). Figures 4 and 5 use the
two here described iso-surface extensions to show certain degrees
of temperature in response to the hot in-flow from the one side.

In figure 10, several volumetric objects are used to partition parts
of the flow in regions which exhibit flow that is mainly in the di-
rection of one of the three main axes (see figure-caption for color
scheme). A gradient-dependent iso-surface was used to depict the
boundary of the incoming hot flow – this iso-surface is more opaque
in regions with larger temperature-gradients. The separation of the



Figure 10: Flow through the extended T-junction (main flow from
right to left). Volume rendering was used to encode flow regions
with flow which is mostly aligned with one of major axes (blue: ✾✇✠ -
flow, like from the secondary inlet; yellow: ★❄✠ -flow; red: upwards;
green: downwards). A gradient-dependent iso-surface was used to
show the extent of medium-hot temperature (hot coming in from
the upper inlet).

incoming flow, due to the obstacle, is very well visible in this exam-
ple, also. Figure 11 comprises the same features than figure 2, just
a little later in simulation time. Additionally, a gradient-dependent
iso-surface is shown which visualizes flow-regions with a major ✠ -
component, i.e., towards the inlet in the front. From this iso-surface,
information can be derived about where in the flow vortical struc-
tures could be, e.g., before and after the obstacle.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented semantics-based visualization of flow
data from computational simulation. We described how the user
utilizes interactive feature specification to tell the system what he
or she currently is interested in. We then proposed (a) gradient-
dependent iso-surfaces to visualize the sharpness of an iso-surface
in conjunction with its region-separating appearance, (b) iso-
surface triplets with specific relations for the three iso-values in-
volved as well as opacities, shortly (c) volume rendering of DOI
values, and (d) interest-dependent streamlines, which are based on
the evenly-spaced streamline seeding algorithm but only are placed
in regions of high user-interest.

Conclusions of this work are (a) that multiple data attributes usu-
ally are necessary to really comprehend results from computational
flow simulation and that for this reason a flow visualization sys-
tem should offer easy-to-handle access to all the information which
is provided by the simulation, (b) that selective visualization, in
our case, focus+context visualization of 3D flow data is (maybe
the only) one really good approach to cope with the large amount
of information to be communicated – for deciding what to show,
the user and his/her questions about the data should be considered,
and (c) that due to the different requirements of different cases it is
very useful to have an integrated solution which provides different
means/techniques for the visualization.

The here described framework only minimally supports the
visualization of time-dependent flows – single time-steps can be
loaded into the visualization through a special interface element
whilst the configuration of the visualization is maintained (see
also figure 12). Thereby comparisons between different time-steps
of unsteady flow can be made. However, a better integration of
time-dependent flows still is future work. See the project web page

Figure 11: Flow through the extended T-junction. Volume ren-
dering was used to show flow sub-sets which exhibit relatively
high values of turbulent-kinetic energy while also having a strong
flow component into(red)/against(red) the main direction of flow.
Another volume-rendered sub-sets of the data denotes regions of
medium-hot fluid, whereas a gradient-dependent iso-surface was
used to work out those parts of the flow where a larger ✠ -component
of the flow is given (more details: section 6.2).

http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/volflowvis/
for more results and animation sequences.
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